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ABSTRACT
We perform the first magnetohydrodynamical simulations of tidal disruptions of stars by supermassive
black holes. We consider stars with both tangled and ordered magnetic fields, for both grazing and
deeply disruptive encounters. When the star survives disruption, we find its magnetic field amplifies
by a factor of up to twenty, but see no evidence for a self-sustaining dynamo that would yield arbitrary
field growth. For stars that do not survive, and within the tidal debris streams produced in partial
disruptions, we find that the component of the magnetic field parallel to the direction of stretching
along the debris stream only decreases slightly with time, eventually resulting in a stream where the
magnetic pressure is in equipartition with the gas. Our results suggest that the returning gas in most
(if not all) stellar tidal disruptions is already highly magnetized by the time it returns to the black
hole.
Keywords: black hole physics — galaxies: active — gravitation
1. INTRODUCTION
Stars of all kinds possess magnetic fields, thought to
arise from an internal dynamo. These magnetic fields
do not dominate the energy budget of stars: for ex-
ample, the ratio of gas pressure to magnetic pressure
is βM ≡ 8piP/B2 ∼ 106 throughout the bulk of the
sun (Dziembowski & Goode 1989), except for its corona
where βM ∼ 1 (Babcock 1963). However, even relatively
weak fields influence convection, mixing, and winds from
stars. Moreover, in a tidal disruption event a star is
severely distorted and twisted by the tidal field of a black
hole (Rees 1988); motions that may greatly affect the
strength and configuration of the stellar magnetic field.
Stellar mergers also spin up stars and produce streams
of unbound material; in this way, they are closely anal-
ogous to tidal disruption events. Simulations of stellar
mergers can find that the magnetic field amplifies by any-
thing between a factor of ∼ 10 to ∼ 1012, depending on
the initial conditions and numerical techniques employed
(see e.g. Price & Rosswog 2006; Kiuchi et al. 2014; Zhu
2015). These results suggest that tidal disruption events
could produce extremely strong magnetic fields, which
could in turn influence their observational signatures.
In this paper, we present the first simulations of the
tidal disruptions of stars that include magnetic fields. In
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Section 2 we outline our approach and initial conditions,
followed by a presentation of our primary results in Sec-
tion 3 and a discussion in Section 4.
2. METHOD
Our simulations were set up in a custom module de-
veloped for the FLASH adaptive-mesh refinement (AMR)
hydrodynamics suite (Fryxell et al. 2000) which is deriva-
tive of the module developed for earlier works (Guillo-
chon et al. 2009, 2011; Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz 2013).
However, our approach here uses a later version of the
FLASH software (4.2.2) and a number of recently devel-
oped features of that version. Rather than using the par-
ticle integrators described in Guillochon et al. (2011), we
now use the built-in “Sinks” module of Federrath et al.
(2010) to track the position of the black hole relative to
the star. Aside from the difference in implementation,
our approach is identical to Guillochon et al. (2011); a
tracer particle is assigned to the star’s center of mass,
which is used as the location where the external force ap-
plied on the domain is zero, this calculated force is then
used as a back-reaction on the black hole particle using
Newton’s third law. As in Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz
(2013) we use the “improved” multipole solver in FLASH,
and set the maximum angular number of the multipole
expansion lm = 20.
We use the unsplit staggered mesh (USM) solver (Lee
2013), which is necessary to solve the MHD equations us-
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2ing constrained transport (Gardiner & Stone 2008). This
numeric method preserves the divergence of the mag-
netic field ∇ · B to floating-point precision (∼ 10−16)
for fixed grid geometries, regardless of the location and
distribution of coarse-fine boundaries within the domain.
We found that prolongations (i. e., de-refinements) of the
grid generate spurious artifacts with ∇ ·B 6= 0; since the
integrator conserves magnetic flux, these magnetic de-
fects are then preserved on the grid and can influence
the dynamics. Consequently, we use a modified refine-
ment criterion which minimizes de-refinements and keeps
all material within 10−3 of the current maximum density
within the domain refined to the highest level. With this
refinement strategy, we find that magnetic defects have
values limited to |∇ ·B|/B . 5 × 10−3, where  is the
minimum grid cell size, and that they mostly occur in
the background near-vacuum regions that the bulk of the
fluid does not interact with. These defects do not appear
to influence our simulation results.
2.1. Initial conditions
The topology of magnetic fields inside stars remains
uncertain. While helioseismology provides some infor-
mation on the strengths of magnetic fields inside stars
(Christensen-Dalsgaard 2002), the geometry of the field
can vary wildly from star to star (see Fig. 3 of Donati &
Landstreet 2009), and simulations have explored a vari-
ety of potential configurations present in certain stellar
types or phases of a star’s life (see e.g. Braithwaite &
Nordlund 2006; Featherstone et al. 2009; Brown et al.
2010). Compact remnants resulting from stellar evolu-
tion occasionally exhibit surface magnetic field strengths
that are quite large, with B = 109 G in magnetic white
dwarfs and B = 1015 G in magnetars. If these field
strengths represent the strength of the field in the stellar
interiors, they suggest a gas to magnetic pressure ratio
βM that is fairly constant across the most magnetic stel-
lar types independent of size (Reisenegger 2009),
βM ≡ 8piP
B2
∼ 3× 106
(
M
M
)2(
Φ
Φmax
)−2
, (1)
where Φ is the total magnetic flux and Φmax = piR
2B ∼
1027.5 G cm2 is the typical flux for the most-magnetized
objects (e. g., magnetic white dwarfs and magnetars).
Because of the uncertainty in the magnetic field config-
uration in stars, we explore two different magnetic con-
figurations in this work: i) a magnetic dipole with its
axis aligned with the orbital angular momentum with a
strength defined by βm ≡ 8piP/B2 (evaluated at the cen-
ter of the star), and ii) a Gaussian-random field with a
power spectrum appropriate for a Kolmogorov cascade.
In both cases, we first compute the vector potential A
and then derive the magnetic field B = ∇ × A from
the vector potential using the appropriate discretization
for the staggered mesh. This procedure ensures that the
appropriate approximation of ∇ ·B vanishes in our sim-
ulation domain. In the case of the turbulent field, we
first compute the vector potential A in Fourier space;
each mode has a random phase and a Gaussian-random
amplitude, on top of an overall k−17/6 scaling. Upon
taking the curl, this yields the Bk ∝ k−11/3 expected for
Kolmogorov turbulence (e. g., Parrish et al. 2008). We
note that this magnetic field configuration is not force-
free, but that non-equilibrium conditions seem appropri-
ate given the high value of βM and dynamic nature of
stellar convection.
We choose two different impact parameters β ≡ rt/rp
to explore the differences between partial and full disrup-
tions of a solar-mass star (with polytropic index n = 3/2)
by a 106 black hole. The partial disruption (β = 0.7) is
simulated with both a dipole (with βM = 10
4) and ran-
dom initial field (with βM = 10
4 and 105), whereas the
full disruption is performed using a random field config-
uration with βM = 10
4 and a pure-hydro control sim-
ulation. All simulations in this work place the star at
an initial distance of 10rt, and aside from a test partial
disruption performed at half the resolution, we initially
resolve stars’ diameters with N = 100 grid cells, with
three-dimensional volume of the debris being resolved by
as many as 108 cells in the adaptive mesh at the ends of
our runs.
3. RESULTS
The evolution of the star post-disruption clearly sepa-
rates into two distinct components: The tidal tails that
extend towards and away from the black hole, and a sur-
viving stellar core for encounters in which the star is not
fully destroyed. We discuss the evolution of the field in
these two regions in this section.
3.1. Evolution of the Magnetic Field in the Bound and
Unbound Debris
The evolution of the tidal tails is similar for full and
partial disruptions; the pressure resulting from the mag-
netic fields in these tails is at first small compared to
gas pressure and self-gravity, and the early evolution of
the tidal debris streams is not greatly affected by their
presence. However, as the tails expand, both the ther-
mal energy and self-gravity decline while maintaining
approximate virial equilibrium (Kochanek 1994; Guillo-
chon et al. 2014), resulting in a thermal energy content
of the debris Etherm that declines as (Ls
2)1−γ , where L
is the debris stream length, s is the stream diameter, and
γ = 5/3 is the fluid polytropic gamma. At early times,
L ∝ t4/3 (where t is the time since the time of periapse
tp), but once the star has left the vicinity of periapse,
L ∝ t (Coughlin et al. 2016a). As s ∝ t1/3 (t1/4) for a
self-gravitating stream, multiplying the pressure P by V
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Figure 1. Evolution of the total energy content of the thermal (red) and magnetic (orange) energies within our
simulations. The left panel shows a full disruption (β = 1.5) where the thin lines correspond to a βM = 10
4 random-
field model, the dotted lines correspond to a control simulation with no magnetic field, and the black dashed segment
is a guiding line that shows a power-law decline ∝ t−4/3. The right panel shows the evolution for a partial disruption
(β = 0.7), where the thin and thick lines show the outcomes from our βM = 10
4 and 105 random-field models
respectively, and the dashed lines show the outcome from the 10−4 dipole-field model.
yields a rapidly declining Ethermal ∝ t−4/3 (t−1) at early
(late) times. For components of the magnetic field that
are perpendicular to the direction of stretching, the mag-
netic pressure declines with the increase in area through
which the flux threads, B2⊥ ∝ (Ls)−2, and is thus af-
ter multiplying by V is also proportional to t−4/3 (t−1).
For components of the field parallel to stretching, the
field strength declines only as s−2, yielding V B2‖ ∝ t2/3
(t1/2), i.e. a net growth in magnetic energy. Because the
pressure associated with B‖ declines much more slowly
than the thermal pressure, this implies that the ratio of
thermal to magnetic pressure should rapidly approach
unity as the stream extends.
The left panel of Figure 1 shows that these scalings
are approximately realized in the simulations, modulo a
few caveats. The internal and magnetic energies initially
decline with t as B⊥ declines, but the total magnetic
energy eventually levels off once B‖  B⊥, and grows
slightly until ∼ 3 × 104 s after disruption. At this time,
the debris stream, which is not quite in hydrostatic bal-
ance due to the rapidly changing conditions, experiences
a radial “pulse” that slightly lowers its density (also in
the hydro-only run, see also Kochanek 1994; Coughlin
et al. 2016a), which temporarily results in a more-rapid
decline in Etherm. Once the star leaves periapse, the
Etherm ∝ t−1 decline continues until B2‖ ∼ P , at which
point the simulation with magnetic fields deviates from
the hydro-only simulation and self-gravity loses its grip
on the stream.
Our early-time analytic scaling estimates above imply
that the relative scaling of P to the pressure originating
from B‖ should be equal to P after a time
τeq = β
1/2
M,0τexp
= 13 β
2/3
M,6R
3/2
∗,M
−1/2
∗, days, (2)
where βM here is the initial ratio of thermal to magnetic
pressure, τexp = R∗/v∗ is the characteristic debris ex-
pansion timescale, and v∗ =
√
2GMhR∗/r2t is the star’s
escape velocity. This implies that even for the solar value
of βM ∼ 106, magnetic fields will dominate over internal
energy on a timescale that is comparable to the timescale
for the stream to reach ∼ 104 K, at which point hydro-
gen recombines and injects a significant amount of en-
ergy to the gas (Kasen & Ramirez-Ruiz 2010; Guillochon
et al. 2016; Hayasaki et al. 2016), and that the magnetic
fields present in most stars will aid in ending the self-
gravitating phase for the debris.
Because B⊥ declines steeply relative to B‖, the field
within the debris “straightens” such that the only com-
ponent of the field that remains post-disruption is the
component parallel to the direction of stretching; inspec-
tion of the debris (Figure 2) shows that this configuration
is indeed produced in the debris. As both of our ini-
tial field configurations place complete field loops within
the star (Figure 3, upper left), the resulting straight-
ened fields also loop back to form complete loops that
extend from the tip of the bound to the tip of the un-
bound debris. This leads to prominent current sheets
running down the centers of the debris streams, visible
as a high-βM ridge in Figure 2. This outcome is qualita-
tively realized for both the dipole and random configura-
tions, suggesting that it is a ubiquitous outcome so long
as some fraction of the field initially lies parallel to the
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Figure 2. Full disruption remnant at t− tp = 2.8×105 s.
The left image shows the ratio of the gas pressure to
the magnetic pressure βM through a slice of the mid-
plane, the middle image shows an isodensity contour with
ρ = 10−8 g cm−3 colored by log T , and the right image
shows the magnetic field lines colored by their magnetic
pressure B2/8pi, where the rendered field lines have been
seeded preferentially into the highest-density regions.
stretching direction.
Surprisingly, we also found that the debris devel-
oped transverse striations along its length, clearly vis-
ible as density perturbations in Figure 2. These features
are present in both the magnetic and pure-hydro full-
disruption runs, and thus are not related to the inclu-
sion of magnetic fields. We suspect these occur when
adjacent regions in the stream fall out of sonic con-
tact, losing their ability to smooth out perturbations
(perhaps seeded by numerical noise). Before disruption,
the star is in full sonic contact as virial equilibrium im-
plies that star’s dynamical and sound crossing times are
similar, but the sound speed in the debris decreases as
cs ∝ V (1−γ)/2 ∝ t−1/2 after disruption, which given
the increase in stream length means that the fractional
length of the stream in sonic contact is only
fsonic =
cs
vej
= 0.2%M
−1/4
∗, R
1/4
∗,M
−1/4
h,6 t
−1/2
5 , (3)
where t5 is the time since disruption in units of 10
5 s.
This fraction fsonic is comparable to the extent of each of
the feathering features visible in Figure 2. We speculate
that such features are likely the seeds responsible for the
fragmentation visible in the simulations of Coughlin &
Nixon (2015); Coughlin et al. (2016b).
3.2. Growth of Magnetic Field in Surviving Stellar
Cores
For stars that pass less-closely to the black hole, the
denser stellar core can survive the encounter, after which
it re-accretes some of the mass it lost at periapse, the
amount of which can be comparable to the mass of the
core itself (Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz 2013). Because
the returning material was liberated from the star, its
velocity is comparable to the stellar escape velocity and
thus possesses a specific angular momentum large enough
to rapidly spin up the star’s outer layers. As shown in
Figure 3, this re-accretion drives two giant vortices on
opposite sides of the core, which wind up and consider-
ably amplify the magnetic field. This is not a true dy-
namo, however, and the amplification is likely reversible.
The field continues to amplify for as long as the vortices
persist, which for the β = 0.7 run we find to be only
a few times the dynamical time of the surviving core.
After the vortices disappear and the object settles into
a differentially rotating body, the rotation action twists
and folds the straight field lines delivered by the tidal
arms, mixing the field direction and producing a turbu-
lent magnetic configuration with many field reversals in
field direction (Figure 4).
The right panel of Figure 1 shows that the total ampli-
fication of the magnetic energy within the star is modest,
a factor of 13 – 20 depending on the field configuration
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1. Pre-disruption
2. Re-accretion 3. Vortex Formation
Figure 3. Partial disruption of a star showing the magnetic field configuration before disruption (1), the first re-
accretion of matter back onto the surviving core (2), and the formation of vortices in the core (3). The field lines
are color-coded by strength with a scale equivalent to that of Figure 2. The top-right inset shows log ρ for panel (3),
showing that the vortices that form via re-accretion of debris are evacuated of gas, i.e. are physical holes in the star.
Video available at https://youtu.be/yEKgzDWSpew.
and initial strength, after which a slow decline in field
strength is observed which is likely due to a combination
of the unwinding of the field and numerical dissipation.
No self-sustaining dynamo appears to be produced in our
simulations, but this is expected given that our resolution
is likely not sufficient to resolve the magneto-rotational
instability (MRI) for the low initial field strengths we use
here. A common rule of thumb is that a resolution ele-
ment must be several times smaller than 2pir/βM, where
r is the radius of the rotational flow (Hawley et al. 2011;
Sa¸dowski et al. 2016). Our simulations are a factor of a
few below this threshold, suggesting that future studies
of higher resolution may be able to resolve self-sustaining
dynamo, which would potentially yield field strengths
significantly in excess of the enhancement found here. In
a half resolution test run of the random field configura-
tion, we found 40% less growth of the field energy; this
suggests our full resolution results should be regarded as
a lower-limit to the field growth.
4. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we present the first MHD simulations of
tidally disrupted stars. In the streams of unbound debris
leaving the star, we find that field geometry straightens
to lie parallel to the direction of stretching, and that the
pressure of this field eventually dominates over both gas
pressure and self-gravity. This breaks self-gravity in the
streams, causing them to grow homologously after a time
which depends on the initial field strength (equation 2).
This may occur before hydrogen recombination, previ-
ously thought to be the only process to break self-gravity
in the streams. This transition changes the interaction
between the streams and their surroundings, with poten-
tially observable consequences (Guillochon et al. 2016;
Chen et al. 2016; Romero-Can˜izales et al. 2016).
The field configuration of any disk-like structure that
forms from the debris will likely be toroidal, with periodic
reversals in direction (clockwise, then anti-clockwise,
etc.) with each wrap-around of the stream about the
black hole. Such a configuration is not optimal for pow-
ering jets (although spinning black hole may offer a path
for converting toroidal to poloidal flux, see McKinney
et al. 2013), and because the flux is not amplified by the
tidal stretching process but merely preserved, it is still
likely that another mechanism is required to yield the
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Figure 4. Turbulent magnetic field geometry present after the partial disruption of a star with a random seed field
(β = 0.7, βM = 10
4). Both panels show a slice through the midplane at t − tp = 1.5 × 105 s after disruption. The
left-hand panel shows log βM, with the black regions corresponding to where the gas and magnetic pressures are equal.
The right-hand panel shows the vertical component of the magnetic field logBz multiplied by the sign of Bz, with
blue regions indicating fields pointing out of the page and red showing fields pointing into the page. Video available
at https://youtu.be/cwzplplPRUQ.
∼ 1029 G cm2 of flux required to power a jet (Kelley
et al. 2014).
But while the total flux is not increased within the de-
bris, the parity between magnetic and gas pressures sug-
gests that magnetohydrodynamic effects are likely cru-
cial for understanding the subsequent evolution of the
debris streams. The growth in field strength could in-
fluence the exchange of energy and angular momentum
at the stream-stream collision point, leading to faster
circularization times (Bonnerot et al. 2017). The mag-
netic field also offers the stream some protection from
disruption via fluid interactions with ambient medium.
Heat conduction into the stream will be suppressed in
directions perpendicular to the magnetic field direction
(Dursi & Pfrommer 2008; ZuHone et al. 2013), as well as
the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the stream’s surface
(McCourt et al. 2015), both of which may improve the
ability of infalling clouds that may be produced in dis-
ruptions to survive through periapse and beyond (Guil-
lochon et al. 2014).
For the surviving core, the amplification of about an
order of magnitude suggests that repeated stellar en-
counters with the black hole, which arise naturally af-
ter a partial disruption (MacLeod et al. 2013), may
yield stars that are highly magnetized. Whereas a par-
tially disrupted star without a magnetic field will rejoin
the Hayashi track and remain bright for a Kelvin time
(Manukian et al. 2013), ∼ 104 yr, the inclusion of a mag-
netic field may permit the star to remain bright for much
longer as the magnetic field slowly unwinds within the
star and deposits heat (Spruit 2002), potentially tens
of millions of years. If a dynamo process acts within
a partially disrupted star, repeated encounters may not
be required, which would suggest that many thousands
of tidally magnetized stars could lurk near the centers
of galaxies. One piece of evidence for a large popula-
tion of highly magnetized stars in our own galactic cen-
ter would be the excess of X-rays their coronae would
produce (Sazonov et al. 2012).
Our simulations show that the influence of the mag-
netic field on the stream evolution and the stellar evo-
lution of any surviving core are critically important to
understanding the resulting dynamics and observability
of tidal disruption events. In the future, simulations of
stream-stream collisions and tidal disruption disk forma-
tion that include the strength and geometry of the strong
fields we find here should be performed, as well as high-
resolution simulations of the partial disruptions of stars
to try to resolve any potential dynamo process.
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